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Abstract

As Internet freedoms are increasingly threatened both at home and abroad, marginalized groups, such as journalists, activists, and government watchdogs require new tools to retain free and open discourse on-line. In this paper, we introduce SecurePost - a tool for verified group anonymity on social media. SecurePost gives social media posters anonymity while safeguarding group credibility through the use of revocable asymmetric keys and an anonymizing proxy. It provides trust to readers via the use of HMAC verification signatures appended to posts verifying integrity and authenticity of a post. We root our work in survey-based research and ethnographic interviews conducted with marginalized groups in Mongolia, Turkey, and Zambia from 2014 to 2016. SecurePost widens the toolkit of security applications, by giving vulnerable communities a way of balancing individual anonymity and safety with group credibility.

1 Introduction

Worldwide, the Internet is a critical medium for the exchange of ideas. Due to its importance, the United Nations has declared Internet access and free speech basic human rights [34, 35]. However, Internet freedoms are under attack globally [23, 32, 7, 18, 15, 19]. Even liberal democracies increasingly restrict content [3, 13]. By limiting the ability for groups to organize and share ideas, governments and corporations are able to suppress voices that are critical to a functioning democracy. Limiting Internet freedom limits personal freedom.

Censorship of mainstream social media is a challenge not adequately addressed by existing counter-censorship tools. On the one hand, groups seeking to broadcast their ideas to the widest possible audience prefer social media as the platform for communication due to its pervasive-ness. On the other hand, out of fear of reprisal, individuals in a group may wish to retain anonymity while maintaining credibility. These two requirements provide a need that existing tools do not adequately address. We cater to these requirements through SecurePost, a novel tool for verified group-anonymity on social media. SecurePost developed through research and partnerships with affected individuals as a means of balancing personal anonymity with group credibility. In this paper we present the research that went into developing SecurePost, its technical contributions and operation, and an evaluation of our work.

2 Research into Internet Freedom

As the basis for developing SecurePost, we partnered with communities directly affected by censorship. We sought to design a tool that would augment the communication of these communities while paying heed to restrictions imposed by needs and existing usage patterns. To that end, we conducted ethnographic interviews and survey-based research from 2014 to 2016 in three distinct communities: Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia; Istanbul, Turkey; and Lusaka, Zambia.

We selected these countries as a cross-section into global censorship. They are in differing levels of socio-economic development, with disparate cultural and historical backgrounds, leading to a variety of censorship strategies. Moreover, the research examining censorship for these countries is sparse compared to China [39, 17, 6, 37] and the Middle East [2, 4, 21]. We believe our work could bring new perspectives to the discussion of Internet censorship.

In total, across the three countries we surveyed 525 individuals, conducted 109 formal interviews, as well as informal conversations with dozens more. We obtained IRB approval prior to conducting the user studies. We predominantly interacted with higher socio-economic status participants compared to the overall populations. In the interviews we focused on individuals vulnerable to Internet censorship. They included journalists, politi-
3 Verified Group-Anonymity

Based on participant feedback, we designed SecurePost to protect groups against some of the unmet censorship challenges outlined in Section 2. While individuals can communicate privately and anonymously amongst themselves using a variety of existing security tools, groups encounter difficulties communicating publicly when confronted with censorship. SecurePost seeks to address this by providing a mechanism for verified group-anonymity for mainstream social media. We provide its technical description in Section 4.

SecurePost allows individual members of groups to share a single group identity, while retaining individual anonymity. When a member of a SecurePost group posts on social media, the identity of the poster is not tied to the post. The identity is hidden from the network, which may be monitored by government, corporations, or other adversaries. The identity is also hidden from other members of the group. So, the group itself has a social media presence that builds trust, while adversaries are unable to link specific individuals to a particular post, giving individuals plausible deniability.

Because preserving credibility is important, SecurePost allows compatibility with existing social media accounts. So, users may choose to form groups based on existing organizations. For example, SecurePost allows a newspaper, like The Zambian Post, to use their name and established reputation on Twitter while protecting individual reporters.
When a higher level of anonymity is required, users may choose to form new groups, not linked to a physical location or known affiliation. These groups can build credibility together while retaining control of group-management. SecurePost allows an invitation scheme where no individual group member knows the complete membership roster or even the number of members in the group. Groups starting afresh are able to use SecurePost to hide membership and affiliation. This gives greater protection when the group is targeted by adversaries.

Social network accounts can be seized, hacked, or infiltrated. Compromised accounts can be used to post disinformation or to edit existing content. SecurePost offers a tool for signing and verifying posts via the use of cryptographic signatures. If users choose to enable this feature, every post is signed with a HMAC verifying that the post came from an approved poster who was invited into the group. The HMAC also ensures the post was not modified in any way. Even if the social network account was hacked, without being invited into the group through the app, the attacker is unable to forge new messages or edit existing ones. Attackers are limited to deleting posts or locking out the account.

Through verified group anonymity, users are able to form groups that build trust. By inviting sources they trust, groups can build a web of trust without revealing the identities of their members to themselves or others. Members of the public can easily see what posts are certified by the group rather than tampered with or forged. If the trust of a group is compromised, SecurePost allows trusted administrators to boot all members from the group, invalidate previous posts, and restart the group creation process anew.

4 SecurePost

SecurePost comprises three coordinated modules, which provide group-anonymity and verified authenticity. Group members post via an Android application. These posts are relayed through a proxy server, to social media where they appear publicly. Optionally, users may verify the authenticity of these posts through a browser plug-in, which automatically checks applicable posts for authenticity.

Currently SecurePost supports only Twitter and Facebook. However, the code is designed to be modular, so any platform providing an API for posting could be incorporated in the future. We discuss the details of these modules in this section.

4.1 The SecurePost Android Application

The primary module of SecurePost is the mobile application. We support Android API level 10, which includes devices running Android 2.3.3 and above. As of May 2017, this accounts for 99.9% of Android devices registered with Google [14]. Members of a group use the Android application for posting anonymously to social media. Through the app, users can form new groups, manage group membership, and view posts to their groups. Viewing the posts does not require using the application; anyone can view the posts on social media.

4.1.1 Creating a New SecurePost Group

To link a social media account to SecurePost, users use the platform specific login API displayed through the app. This generates an access token, which is sent to the proxy server and discarded by the app. This is the only time the app requires any user to enter the social media login credentials. To protect the group creator, we recommend completing this step in conjunction with an anonymity service, such as Tor [29] or a VPN, running on the device. Once the group is created, the current user becomes the group administrator. Users can set up an unlimited number of groups.

4.1.2 Inviting Others

Typically, organizations share a social media account by sharing a password. This leads to problems tracking authorization and integrity of the account. SecurePost instead relies on public key cryptography.

When creating an account the app generates two asymmetric 2048 bit RSA key pairs. The app stores the private keys, and transmits the public keys to the proxy server. One pair of keys denotes the app’s posting credentials, and the other pair denotes the administrative credentials.

Group members can invite others. Inviting a new member requires that the existing member’s app passes the credentials to the recruit in the form of RSA private keys. Inviting new administrators clones both administrative and posting keys. Inviting contributors, with no administrative rights, clones only the posting key.
The complexity of the credentials exchange is hidden from the users in the form of a short and simple invite wizard. We provide two methods to join: an optical face-to-face QR Code exchange and a remote invitation.

Face-to-Face Credential Exchange: The more secure invitation method is a two step QR code exchange, depicted in Figure 1. The recruit shows an ephemeral 2048 bit RSA public key in the form of a scanable QR code. The existing member scans this key and uses it to encrypt the group credentials (the group’s private keys) and display the encrypted invite back in the form of a new QR code. The recruit scans this QR code. The app decodes the group credentials using the ephemeral private key. The recruit is now part of the group, able to authenticate with the proxy, and ready to post. By using a two step process, an adversary visually observing the exchange would be unable to decrypt the group credentials without the recruit’s ephemeral private key.

Alternative Credential Exchange: As face-to-face invitation is not possible in all contexts, we allow users to share the private keys by encoding them into an invite code, shareable via the Android share intent out of band. Recruits can join by copying the invite code into their SecurePost app. To prevent adversaries from infiltrating the group, we recommend sharing through secure end-to-end encrypted applications.

Initial Design: In our initial designs, group authentication was achieved through a time synchronized hash chain for message authentication using a long password as a seed. We envisioned short-lived groups formed at social action events, such as protests. During user testing, participants explained the importance of long lasting groups that build trust and credibility over time. They also struggled with remembering and sharing complex passwords. This led us to the multi-use public key solution as a means of credential exchange, which is an intuitive and more secure method of invitation. The same credentials used for server authentication can be re-used for post verification as described in section 4.1.4.

4.1.3 Group Management

The invitation scheme intentionally lacks a user registry. To the proxy server, it appears as if a single user is accessing the system. Membership of a group is only known out of band, through the social interactions between people. No one necessarily knows all members of a group or even how many members there are. Group members can enlist confidential contributors without revealing identities to the rest of the group.

This approach is advantageous for an individual’s secrecy and plausible deniability. It also precludes the ability to ban a specific member from the group. However, as groups could become compromised or trusted in a group member may be misplaced, we provide a mechanism for group control. Any administrator (i.e. anyone with possession of the administrative private key) can reset the group. This re-issues a new pair of keys to which only the user performing the reset has access. All other members and previous posts become invalidated, and must be re-invited with greater care.

4.1.4 Posting

Any user with a valid private key can post using SecurePost. Unlike other social media clients, all posts in a given SecurePost group appear to come from one social media account, which was linked at group creation. No one inside or outside the group can identify which group member composed a given post. This provides the foundation for group anonymity of our application.

To prove membership, posts are signed with the group’s posting private key. The key is used to compute an HMAC, which serves as a signature providing both a proof of integrity and authenticity. For group members, this signature is automatically checked by the application when displaying messages. Those reading the message directly on the social media platform can use our Browser Extension, described in Section 4.3, to authenticate the message.

When the group is reset, all previous messages using the old key are marked invalid. Users can still see these messages, but they are visually flagged and come with an explanatory disclaimer.

Posting Multimedia: Due to demand from our users, we also added the ability to post images. We are contemplating adding video and audio posts as well. While these posts benefit from group anonymity, they do not support signing for validity and authenticity. This is because social media platforms compress and alter images and other media uploaded to their platforms, which invalidates the HMAC. We mark multimedia messages as unverified when displaying them to users.

4.1.5 Storage

All group memberships, keys, and posts are stored in a SQLCipher [38] encrypted database. When the app is first installed, users choose a long master password for unlocking the application. Each time the application is started, this password is needed to decrypt the database. While the application is running it spawns a notification and can be sent to the background while preserving the unlocked state. Dismissing the notification or exiting the application in another way re-encrypts the database. Losing this password is unrecoverable. Users who lose the password are prompted to reset the application and must ask to rejoin all their groups.
Our app is tailored to populations that run older operating systems on cheap devices, as discussed in Section 2, which do not support newer security features like full disk encryption or a secure enclave. The encrypted database provides an added layer of security for these devices. Even if the phone is confiscated by an adversary, the adversary would need to perform a costly attack to decrypt data, which would still not expose group membership.

**Self-Destruct Password:** In addition to the application password, we allow an optional “self-destruct” password. In the event the device is confiscated and the owner is under duress, they can enter or give out this false password. Entering it in the application irretrievably wipes the content.

### 4.2 The SecurePost Proxy Server

The app works in conjunction with a proxy server of our design. Social media platforms can log IPs of devices and identify users even if they are using the same access tokens. These platforms can then be pressured by governments to give up access logs and help identify users. The proxy server is therefore needed as an intermediary between the SecurePost application and social media. In addition, the proxy server, and not the application, stores social media access tokens. If a group is reset, the token remains consistent on the proxy server. Only the public keys that are used for user verification are updated.

In case the server is compromised, we take steps to limit its power. The server does not log IPs or keep any metrics about users. The server also does not have access to the private keys used to sign posts. If an adversary gained access to the server, they could compose posts but not sign them. The server also does not have access to the login information for a social media platform. If the server was compromised and began posting erroneous posts, the posts would still show as invalid. The owner of a social media account password could login to the platform and revoke the access token.

The server consists of a standalone Java application running Jetty coupled with a MongoDB No-SQL Database. A JSON REST API running over HTTPS interfaces the app and server. For scalability, the app and database can run on independent servers.

We run a cloud-based instance of the server code for users of our applications on Amazon Web Services. However, we do not expect users to trust the server we provide. Therefore, the code for the server and application is open source and we make it straightforward to configure the application to point to a different proxy server instance.

### 4.3 The Browser Extension

For all social media users, including those that do not have posting rights to the group, we provide a browser extension that automatically verifies a post’s signature. While we officially support it only for Chrome, it is also compatible with Firefox and Opera.

#### 4.3.1 Independent Post Signatures

Because we envision users may choose to use their own proxy server, we wanted to make the extension independent of the proxy server. This way, the browser extension can verify messages of any group, using any custom proxy server, provided they use the same verification scheme. As the number of users verifying posts would be magnitudes higher than post creators, this also reduces server load and hardware requirements.

If the SecurePost group enables the option to use verification, each post on the social media platform is appended with an image like the one in Figure 2. Since social media platforms compress images, we use a compression resistant encoding for the HMAC signature. The HMAC is encoded as a series of monochromatic 9 pixel (3x3) squares. The browser extension reads the squares and decodes the signature back into binary. This technique does not require co-operation with the social media platform or the proxy server and bypasses the character limit on platforms like Twitter.

#### 4.3.2 Providing the Public Key

To verify the HMAC, the extension requires the posting public key. In the same scheme as the signature, when the group is created, the proxy encodes the public key into the profile image on Twitter and the cover image on Facebook. The signature appears as a thin strip of monochromatic blocks at the bottom of the profile image.

#### 4.3.3 Verifying Posts

When a social media feed or account is displayed, the browser automatically verifies posts. If the account uses SecurePost, as identified by a pixel pattern encoded in the corner of the profile image, the extension validates the posts. It marks them appropriately - using a mix of color and symbols as shown in Figure 3. Posts lacking
Figure 3: Example of post verification on Twitter.

signatures (i.e. those posted without using the app) and non text-based posts are not verifiable and are marked accordingly. The plug-in also automatically hides signature images in post bodies from the user, reducing the visual overhead of embedding images in every verified post.

**Initial Design:** In our initial design, we experimented with text-based signatures using 21-bit CJK Unified Ideographs. These characters allow for widely supported high bit-density character encoding, while minimizing the impact of social media character limits. Unfortunately, in user testing in Mongolia, participants expressed that this approach was unsuitable due to the social impact of appearing to affiliate with China or Korea. Users had no such issues with image-based encoding.

5 Evaluation

Unlike most security tools, we built SecurePost from the ground up, in partnership with affected communities. Throughout the design and refinement process, we received iterative feedback from our partners. We limited our design space to solutions that work with existing uncooperative systems utilized by individuals with only a modest level of technical expertise. These restrictions have, however, led to novel technical solutions comprising a tool that is accessible to the average user.

We have published our app free of charge to the Google Play store, and the verifier to the Google Chrome store. Our app is available in 7 languages (Arabic, English, French, Mongolian, Russian, Spanish, Turkish). We also provide our source code for the app, server, and browser extension on our website [25]. We are currently working with our partners to test and evaluate the finished version of our tool.

Due to the anonymity constraint, we do not collect usage data beyond what is necessary for functionality of the app and server. Based on data collected from the Google Play store, as of June 2017 we have had 375 installs of our app. Users of our app reside in the countries we were explicitly targeting: USA, Mongolia, Turkey, Zambia, as well as other countries where censorship is a problem as shown in Figure 4. Users of our app have created 66 groups and made 335 posts. From remote correspondence and in-person training with our partners, we have received positive feedback on our work. Additionally, our app prompts for anonymous feedback after a week of usage; we are still collecting that data.

6 Discussion

SecurePost addresses a set of unmet needs for groups. By providing group anonymity, users are able to build reputation as a collective without exposing individuals. Even if adversaries collude with a social media platform, IPs and identities of group members are not leaked. Social media accounts can be shared without giving up the account passwords and without relinquishing total control. If the social media account is seized or hacked, without the cryptographic signature, the verification system can identify fraudulent posts. Using SecurePost, users can strike a balance between anonymity and reputation. SecurePost users can post with greater confidence. Unfortunately, like other anonymity applications, users must still be mindful of the content of their posts. Revealing personal information in the content of a message can identify the individual poster. Additionally, adversaries with a sufficient view of the network may still implement de-anonymization through timing analysis. We hope to address this vulnerability in future work.

A common concern of security applications is the potential misuse by ill-meaning organizations, like terrorist cells. Because all the data is posted publicly to social media, our app does not expand the capabilities of malevolent secret communication. While our tool allows users to remain anonymous, it does not prevent social media platforms from blocking the account as a whole. We push the burden of deciding whether a group is dangerous to the social media platform.

Our work provides insight into working with communities to incorporate security into commonly used services. By encoding cryptographic information alongside text, we present a novel method of adding security to non-cooperative social media platforms.
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